Series of messages that lead up to buying a
product (nurture process)
The sequence is an element found in the
middle of the sales funnel

Who is it written for?

Message should be appropriate for where
the audience are in the sequence
Sequence

Step 1- SEGMENT your target audience
Step 2- Create messages to build RELATIONSHIPS

Segment target audience using
demographics

SRS model

Target Audience (TA)

Step 3- Ask for the SALE

Imagine talking one to one with a
person who perfectly represents your
TA
Message should resonate with your
audience

TIP: Know exactly where your
audience are in your sequence

TIP: When writing, keep a picture of
somebody who represents your TA in
front of you

Be very clear on the action you wish for the
TA to take
Assume TA do not know what you want
them to do/ tell them what you want
them to do with clear CTA

Where are the TA on their journey?
Response to a pain point/ want
Action

The confused do not buy
DO NOT make audience think
DO NOT give audience options

The TAPAS Model - Refer
to this when writing copy
to avoid becoming
irrelevant

Purpose

Purpose could be any element of the AIDA
model
Ultimate purpose- should lead to a sale
A Complete Guide To Target Audience Analysis For Content Marketers - Point Visible
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Articles related to The TAPAS
Model

These Are The 3 Big Reasons Why Purpose Matters to Marketing | Marketing Insider Group

Marketing to the middle of funnel is where the magic really happens - CUBED Attribution

Want more mind maps?
http://www.DigitalMarketingU.com

The TAPAS Model - Refer to this when writing copy to avoid becoming irrelevant
1. Purpose
1.1. Where are the TA on their journey?
1.2. Response to a pain point/ want
1.3. Purpose could be any element of the AIDA model
1.4. Ultimate purpose- should lead to a sale

2. Target Audience (TA)
2.1. Who is it written for?
2.2. Segment target audience using demographics
2.3. Imagine talking one to one with a person who perfectly represents your TA
2.4. Message should resonate with your audience
2.5. TIP: When writing, keep a picture of somebody who represents your TA in front of you

3. Action
3.1. Be very clear on the action you wish for the TA to take
3.2. Assume TA do not know what you want them to do/ tell them what you want them to do with clear CTA
3.3. The confused do not buy
3.4. DO NOT make audience think
3.5. DO NOT give audience options

4. Sequence
4.1. Series of messages that lead up to buying a product (nurture process)
4.2. The sequence is an element found in the middle of the sales funnel
4.3. Message should be appropriate for where the audience are in the sequence
4.4. SRS model
4.4.1. Step 1- SEGMENT your target audience
4.4.2. Step 2- Create messages to build RELATIONSHIPS
4.4.3. Step 3- Ask for the SALE
4.5. TIP: Know exactly where your audience are in your sequence

5. Want more mind maps? http://www.DigitalMarketingU.com
Link: http://digitalmarketingu.com/login/

6. Articles related to The TAPAS Model
6.1. A Complete Guide To Target Audience Analysis For Content Marketers - Point Visible | Content Marketing
Agency
Link: https://www.pointvisible.com/blog/complete-guide-target-audience-analysis-content-marketers/
6.2. These Are The 3 Big Reasons Why Purpose Matters to Marketing | Marketing Insider Group
Link: https://marketinginsidergroup.com/strategy/3-big-reasons-purpose-matters-marketing/
6.3. Marketing to the middle of funnel is where the magic really happens - CUBED Attribution

Link: http://cubed.ai/marketing-middle-funnel-magic-really-happens/

